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【甲】單字以及片語釋義題:請根據句意以及劃線單字，找出對應的同義字。  每題 4 分  

1. The excessive use of smartphones reportedly leads to irreversible damage to young people’s eyes.   

(A) over    (B) official    (C)open      (D) former 

2. Manny Ramirez will leave the EDA Rhinos after honoring his contract to play the first half of the season.  

(A) respect   (B) agreement    (C) touch     (D) glory 

3. Owing to the gender balance policy, one obstetrician announces that he will quit services to mothers expecting boys.   

(A) anticipated  (B) productive    (C) delivered    (D) pregnant     

4. Commuters in Singapore wear disposable medical masks to battle against the severe smog enveloping the city-state.  

(A) immersing   (B) conceiving    (C) covering     (D) hoarding  

5. The Taoyuan County Government pondered over plans to protect the algal reefs at the request of elementary school 
students.  

(A) verified   (B) allocated    (C) considered    (D) distributed  

6. Negotiations on the stalled Wenlin Yuan urban renewal project will fail if one of the parties involved refuses to move.   

(A) community  (B) cite     (C)range     (D) city 

7. Aiyu jelly was voted as the most popular indigenous summer snack in a food competition by the Tourism Bureau.     

(A) vivid    (B) native    (C) traditional    (D) delicious  

8. The U.S. sweeping surveillance program that tracked phone and Internet messages caused the global uproar.  

(A) preview   (B) exploration    (C) adventure    (D) scrutiny  

9. A 12-year compulsory education system will be launched next year as scheduled along with a free education policy.   

(A) begin    (B) argue     (C) complain    (D) discuss  

10. A woman was seemingly infected with the H6N1 virus, and her specimen was taken to CDC for further verification.   

(A) contaminated  (B) influenced    (C) dismissed    (D) recorded  

11. Major international airlines in Taiwan kick off an anti-H7N9 program for flights between Taiwan and mainland China.   

(A) decrease   (B) start      (C) ponder    (D) praise  

12. Sir Winston Churchill, a great British leader, joins the ranks of Shakespeare and Dickens to appear on the banknote.   
(A) be off duty  (B) be competitive with  (C) be responsive to  (D) be in line with  

13. The regular exercise is phrased as a step-wise method of a good night’s sleep.  

(A) controlled   (B) continuous    (C) unusual    (D) full 

14. Due to the changing policies, laborers walk out to voice their opposition in front of the headquarters.   

(A) make efforts  (B) put away    (C) go on strike    (D) push away  

15. Punishments on the competitors go up as the disputes fail to be resolved.   

(A) rise     (B) mull     (C) pioneer    (D) multiply  

16. President spells out the climate change plan to reduce pollution from carbon emissions.   

(A) argues   (B) outlines     (C) uses     (D) takes 

17. “Seediq Bale” picks up the Best Feature Film at the Golden Horse Awards. 

(A) improves   (B) resumes    (C) collects    (D) gains  

18. The invention of iCloud brings about a revolution in the age of technology. 

(A) analyzes   (B) causes     (C) supports    (D) links  
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19. The headquarters of HRC Bank manages to operate a new branch next month. 

  (A) plans    (B) makes     (C) takes     (D) sends 

20. Russian President Putin rules out handing Snowden, a former U.S. spy agency contractor, to the United States.   

(A) disturbs   (B) bans     (C) rejects     (D) ruins  

 

【乙】閱讀題型：每題 6 分 

第一部分：克漏字測驗 (第 21 至 24 題) 
The iPad, once being praised as a godsend, is currently cursed as a devil to catch up young kids.  Both parents and 

educators are alarmed by teenagers’ or old children’s Internet addiction.  Even very young kids are (21) __________ on 
iPads, smartphones and other entertaining tablets.  Usually, parents loaded with jobs (22) __________ the baby-sitting to an 
electronic gadget, telling stories and playing games with their children.  (23) __________, kids and iPads become 
inseparable.  Months later, something went wrong of the normal track.  Children are addicted to their electronic 
companions without caring much about their parents.  Terribly, the iPad is (24) __________ to young kids’ little world, 
showing little concern on their parents.  No wonder increasing numbers of parents beg for the help of experts regarding their 
children’s obsession with iPads.  

21. (A) crazy      (B) insane    (C) hooked     (D) desirable  

22. (A) invite      (B) outsource     (C) incite     (D) lead 

23. (A) Incidentally     (B) Wisely     (C) Ideally    (D) Consequently  

24. (A) indispensable     (B) contributed   (C) improper    (D) sound  

 

第二部份：句意連貫(第 25 至 28 題) 

25. Holding the right hand for 90 seconds helps in memory formation, …  

26. Manufacturing accounts for… 

27.Mortgages are usually long term loans… 

28. To reduce the fear of toxic starch, a safety certificate is called for... 

(A) about one-quarter of the worlds’ economic activity. 

(B) to signify the free of maleic acid in their products 

(C) while the same movement in the left improves memory recall.  

(D) obtained for the purpose of buying a house. 

 

第三部份：篇章結構 (第 29 至 32 題) 

The depleted fishery resources should be highlighted in view of government’s failure to push for the ocean conservation.  This 

issue has recently deserved the focal concern in wake of one Taiwanese fisherman’s homicide by Philippine Coast Guard 

personnel in the early May this year (2013).  Owing to the lack of fishery resources in Taiwan's coastal waters, local fishermen 

(29) __________.  In order to earn a living, some fishermen (30) __________ within three nautical miles of the coast.  

Nevertheless, others following the rules stand up to (31)__________. To protect local fishermen's fishing rights and Taiwan's 

natural resources, the government (32) __________.       

(A) has to set up a ministry responsible for ocean affairs 

(B) break the law by overfishing using bottom trawling 

(C) uphold responsible fishing for the sake of their sustainable livelihoods 

(D) risk their lives to sail far from shore 

 

第四部份：短文標題配合題<請根據底下四篇短文，選出它們對應的標題。>(第 33 至 36 題) 

(A) House prices rise as market steadies  

(B) Pact unfair to local publishers 

(C) World Bank sees less growth, more stability 

(D) Gold traders bearish as prices drop  

 

 

 



33.  

The overall acceleration is expected but not stronger due to the slow-paced recovery in developing countries.  Also, the 
high-income countries are apparently mired by the Eurozone.  Nevertheless, the overall economic risks appeared to be 
diminishing in comparison with the 2008 financial crisis that led the global economy into recession.    

34.  

Despite the special sales levy on property transactions and the housing real-price registration measure to cool the real-estate 
sector, housing prices present an increasing tendency compared to the same period last year.  The price hikes increase 
mortgage burdens, accounting for 33.9 percent of the average household income.      

35.  

Gold traders are pessimistic about the steadily falling price values, with a few still holding the opposite viewpoint in the 
upcoming future.  The slump is closely related to the policy of money-printing by central banks around the globe.  Despite 
such a monetary policy controls the inflation, the devaluation of gold let customers lose faith in the metal.       .    

36.  

The proposed cross-strait service trade pact, though waiting to be ratified, allows a Chinese publisher to print and distribute 
publications around the island.  The service pact seemingly poses a threat to Taiwanese publishers, and waves of protestors 
call for transparency in government decision making.      

 

第五部份：閱讀文章理解(第 37 至 40 題) 
The term NEET group is an acronym for "Not in Education, Employment or Training".  In other words, people will be NEET 
if they are still unemployed, unmarried, not enrolled in school or technical training needed for work.  The classification of 
NEETs varies with cultures or nations.  In the United Kingdom, the NEET group is specifically referred to people aged 
between 16 and 24 (some 16 year olds are still of compulsory school age). In Japan, wider ranges are spared for those aged 
between 15 and 34 seeking jobs, temporarily quitting their compulsory education, or remaining disengaged.  In the recent 
years, the NEET group targets the adult children who are less desired to seek jobs but financially rely on the full support of 
their parents.  To encounter the growing problem, a proposal was submitted to remove young NEETs from the social welfare 
list so that they are obligated to take on the jobs.  Currently, the NEET group has gone beyond a family problem and 
becomes an urgent social issue.  In order to curb the growing tendency, the ministry of education advises that more 
motivational and vocational education should be given to young people. Social groups should also join the campaign to help 
NEET group members out of their joblessness.  Meanwhile, parents are also accountable for developing more career-driven 
youngsters and then growing a greater sense of responsibility. 

37. What is the main idea of this reading passage?   

 (A) Adjust the family planning policy.     (B) Brainstorm the way-out for the adults in need.   

(C) Increase the social welfare for the youngsters.   (D) To review the current enrollment scheme.   

38. Which is NOT the feature of NEETs mentioned in this reading passage?   

 (A) Being financially dependent on parents.     (B) Being single in the marital status.   

(C) Not being admitted to the compulsory education.   (D) Being less professional in related fields of expert.   

39. What is the meaning of “accountable” in the last second line?   

 (A) Numerable   (B) Responsible     (C) Measurable  (D) Infallible.   

40. What is the possible advice for the NEET group?   

 (A) To receive the professional training.    (B) To examine the childbirth policy.   

(C) To map out a plan for the extension education.   (D) To screen the current benefit package.   

 


